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I will get few arguments if I say most 
game animals killed by bowhunters 
are taken from treestands and the 

reason for that is simple. A treestand 
o� ers numerous advantages to bow-
hunters, including unrestricted viewing 
of incoming game and a position where 
the hunter’s scent is far less likely to be 
detected by a game animal. However, 
as e� ective of a hunting tool as a trees-
tand may be, a good ground blind set in 
the right location and hunted properly 
may prove to be just as useful for tak-
ing game.

Ground blinds are e� ective because 
they can solve a lot of problems, 

especially in areas with few suitable 
trees. Modern soft-sided hunting blinds 
are built with waterproof material or 
treated with water-shedding material 
to guard hunters from wet weather. 
In addition, many feature a pop-out 
hub system that allows them to be put 
into place quickly. Once set up, their 
dark interiors hide bowhunters from the 
sharp eyes of game animals and, as a 
bonus, most blinds o� er enough space 
for two hunters, with plenty of room for 
drawing a bow. 

A portable ground blind is also great 
for introducing a youngster to bowhunt-
ing because it will let the mentors coach 

the young hunter 

through all aspects of the hunt.
Ground blinds are becoming more 

popular with hunters because they can 
be easily placed inside the woods near 
� eld corners, ponds or well-used deer 
trails. Additionally, because blinds con-
ceal movement, game animals often 
approach more closely than they nor-
mally would once they become accus-
tomed to seeing a blind.

Ground blinds have been used for 
years by antelope hunters and in recent 
years, they have become the preferred 
way many hunt wild turkeys. They are 
easy to set up, relatively light in weight, 
rain- and snow-proof and e� ective. For 
these reasons, we decided to review the 

Summit’s two-person Cobra model comes in the Realtree Edge camou� age 
pattern while the four-person model is available in the Veil Whitetail pat-
tern. Each model features a zipper door and a Silent Slide window system.

Above and right: Primos’ SurroundView 360 
hunting blind features a 70 inch ceiling with a 
generous 60 x 60 inch � oor space. � e Truth 
camou� age pattern is speci� cally designed to 
assure the blind blends in with any terrain. It 
weighs just 23 pounds with an included carry 
bag and comes with a limited lifetime warranty.

Right: � e SurroundView 270 weighs just 21 pounds with the 
included carry bag and o� ers shooters an ample 55 x 55 inch 
� oor space. It is decorated in the Primos Truth camou� age 
pattern to ensure it blends in with 
any terrain. Just like the 
SurroundView 360, 
the 270 model comes 
with a limited lifetime 
warranty.

Soft-Sided Hunting Blinds
By Mike Raykovicz
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latest, most innovative and best-selling 
blinds available.

PRiMos
When Primos introduced the 

SurroundView blinds at the 2018 ATA 
Show, those blinds generated a lot of 
buzz from dealers. The company billed 
them as “the blind without a blind spot” 
because they were constructed with 
exclusive one-way see-through fabric. 
The SurroundView 360 will not allow a 
deer, a turkey or other game animals 
to sneak from behind unseen because 
the walls allow hunters to see directly 
through the material while fully con-
cealing them from the outside. This 
blind completely opens a hunter’s field 
of view to their surroundings. The sci-
ence behind the idea is simple.

The fabric contains thousands of 
small holes that allow hunters inside 
the blackened interior to see through 
the material. The camo print and natural 
light on the outside of the blind cause 
both human and animal eyes to focus 
on the fabric. The result is that hunters 
can see out but animals cannot see in.

The SurroundView 360 is con-
structed with four one-way see-through 
walls combined with one moveable 
interior blackout curtain. The 360 design 
also boasts one Silent Slide Closure, 
a full-front 180 degree shoot-through 
window and five shoot-through ports.

Although slightly smaller than the 
360 model, the Primos Double Bull 
SurroundView 270 Ground Blind pro-
vides unmatched visibility because the 
270 offers the same see-through cam-
ouflage fabric as its bigger brother. In 
all, there are three one-way see-through 
walls combined with one interior black-
out wall that allow a hunter to see out 

without game being able to see in. 
Seven shoot-through ports and three 
max-view openings are sure to give 
hunters a shot at a buck or another 
game animal.

This year’s ATA Show saw the intro-
duction of Primos’ new SurroundView 
Stakeout blind. Weighing just 4-1/2 
pounds, the Stakeout is lightweight 
and portable and is likely to be a hit 
with turkey hunters. It also features 
one-way see-through fabric and three 
shoot-through ports. The Stakeout is 
constructed with two exclusive one-way 
see-through walls so those inside can 
see every movement in front of them 
without moving. Three shooting win-
dows are perfectly positioned for multi-
ple shooting lane options. The Stakeout 
features a two-hub design that keeps 
both walls sturdy yet makes it easy to 
set up and tear down. Primos says the 

Stakeout is a blind without a blind spot 
and is built for super light and ultra-
portable concealment. Hunters will 
appreciate that it comes with a limited 
lifetime warranty.

The Double Bull Deluxe Go is also 
new this year and it comes with a new 
and improved system for packing and 
carrying. All a hunter needs to do to 
move it is simply tear down the blind 

Left: The SurroundView 
Stakeout is a portable two-panel 
hunting blind and is constructed 
with two exclusive see-through 
walls. The Stakeout features a 
two-hub design that moves eas-
ily so a hunter can sit wherever 
they want. It is 37 inches tall and 
measures 59 inches from corner 
to corner to give shooters plenty 
of concealment.
Right: Primos’ Double Bull 
Evader, with a 67 inch ceiling and 
a 56 x 56 inch floor layout, offers 
hunters a generous amount of 

head and floor space. It weighs 23 pounds with the 
included carry bag and comes with a limited lifetime warranty.

At the end of the day, the Double Bull 
Deluxe Go by Primos makes packing the 
blind for transport a simple and easy 
matter because the hunter will not have 
to struggle to get it into a carry bag. When 
it is time to move, simply tear down the 
blind and clip it in the new carry system 
shown here.

Hunters on the move will like how easy 
the new Double Bull Deluxe Go is to pack 
and carry. It features a zipperless double-
wide door that permits silent entry and 
exit and a full-front 180 degree view with 
Silent Slide window closures for added 
stealth.
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and clip it in the new carry system. The 
Deluxe Go also features a zipperless 
door for silent entry even while wearing 
additional gear. Like other Double Bull 
models, the Deluxe Go is equipped with 
the patented Double Bull hub system, 
making it solid and easy to set up. In 
addition to these features, it offers the 
same 180 degree front window hunters 
have grown to love.

Primos’ final new blind offering for 
2019 is the compact Double Bull Evader, 
which, like the Double Bull Deluxe Go, 
features a zipperless door for silent 
entry even while wearing a backpack or 
other hunting gear. The Evader comes 
equipped with the patented Double 
Bull hub system and Double Bull mate-
rials and construction. To learn more 
about these and other products from 
Primos, contact the company by calling 
(601) 879-9323.

.30-06 outdooRs
The Shawnee are a native North 

American tribe known for their hunt-
ing skills. They were also known in part 
for their development of the wigwam, 
which made moving their camps fast 
and easy. According to Matt Minshall, 
company president of .30-06, this con-
cept was the inspiration for the Native 
line of the ground blinds offered by his 
company. “Native Ground Blinds have 
taken the guesswork out of choosing 

the right blind for any location,” Minshall 
stated. “All blinds from Native are known 
for their stealthy quietness, which is 
unlike most competing blinds that uti-
lize Velcro and zippers in their construc-
tion.” Minshall went on to describe how 
Native Ground Blinds have none of the 
inherent noise common to blinds made 
by other manufacturers because of the 
proprietary slide window system found 
in the Native line. “You can use every 
feature of your Native Ground Blind in 
silence,” he told us.

The Mohican is the largest 
blind offered by the company and is 
designed to hide even the tallest hunt-
ers. Standing 76-1/2 inches high at its 
peak, the Mohican offers amenities such 
as brush holders, four slide windows, 
a large “garage-door” entrance and an 
easy takedown system. Because of its 
size and easy accessibility, Minshall 
noted, the Mohican may be the perfect 
blind for families or hunters with special 
needs. The Mohican is designed with 
mesh corner windows, four main shoot-
ing windows and two huge panoramic 
viewing windows near the bottom, the 
last of which youngsters will find handy. 
Minshall explained the idea behind the 
Mohican design was to style it in such a 
way that a hunting family would have 
plenty of room while being kept com-
pletely concealed.

The Seminole is paired with a large 

array of viewing screens and accessory 
pouches that enable hunters to feel as 
comfortable as possible. There is no fear 
of being seen in these blinds because 
all Native blinds feature a complete 
blacked-out interior for concealment 
aid. The robust Seminole holds up to 
three hunters and it can easily be set 
up and collapsed by one person in less 
than a minute. 

Middle: Tall hunters will not feel cramped in the Seminole ground blind because of its 71 inch 
height. Built-in brush holders allow the Seminole to be quickly brushed in to blend in with its 

surroundings. Internal pockets for storing small items like a cell phone, a deer call or binoculars 
are included as well.

Right: The Shawnee may appeal to those looking for a slightly smaller and lighter blind. 
Weighing just 15 pounds and standing 66 inches at the center, the Shawnee features two 
shooting windows and a new Dirt Road camo pattern. As with all other Native blinds, the 
Shawnee comes with beefy ground pegs as well as a specialized H.D. stake-down system 
built for high-wind situations and is constructed using only quality 600 denier material.

The Mohican by 
.30-06 Outdoors has a 

large 67-1/2 x 67-1/2 inch 
footprint and weighs just 
17-1/2 pounds. There are no noise-pro-
ducing zippers or Velcro closures to spook 
game. The blind comes in a Dirt Road camo 
pattern and will easily house four or five people. 
The Mohican is shown here with its door open to pro-
vide easy access for handicapped hunters.

The Yuma is a one-person hunting blind 
designed for those who hunt various loca-
tions and who want to set up in a hurry. It 
features two internal pockets and a Run-
and-Gun carry strap that makes trans-
porting it simple, quick and easy. The 
included brush holders ensure it can be 
brushed in to match any surroundings.
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The Seminole features a new Dirt 
Road camo pattern and is paired with 
plenty of expandable brush holders on 
the outside. All Native blinds come with 
beefy ground pegs and a specialized 
stake-down system formulated for high-
wind situations.

The Shawnee will appeal 
to those who prefer to hunt 
alone. The 66 inch height 
and a footprint of nearly 21 
square feet make it ideal for 
a solo hunter with a chair 
or even a camera stand. 
There are three corner win-
dows, one adjustable slide 
window and two additional 
shooting windows that allow 
a hunter an unobstructed 
view of the surrounding 
area. The Shawnee also 
includes accessory pouches 
and hooks for all of the addi-
tional gear a hunter would 
need for a long hunt. Like 
the other blinds offered by 
.30-06 Outdoors, this blind 
features built-in brush hold-
ers, slide windows and an 
easy takedown system.

The final offering in the 
Native ground blind line is 
the Yuma, which the com-
pany says is perfect for a 
single person. Solo hunters, 
especially turkey hunters, 
will find this 7 pound blind 
with five shooting windows 
easy to carry and to set up 
while on the go during the 
fall or spring turkey seasons. 
“If I could only use one blind 
the rest of my life, it would 
be the Yuma,” Minshall told 
us. “The Yuma is a very ver-
satile product, perfect for 
bird hunts, big game or 
just a day out clearing out 
some predators. This three-
sided blind is built for an 
array of different configura-
tions.” The Yuma comes with 

Summit’s TruView system, discussed on 
page 20, drastically reduces the chance 
that a hunter inside the blind will be spot-
ted by game. The outside of the blind looks 
solid but from inside, hunters will get an 
unobstructed view of any game animal 
approaching.
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a Run-and-Gun-style carry strap, which 
is a quick, uncomplicated way to trans-
port the blind, set it up, tear it down and 
do it all over again. One large window 
at the top is paired with four shooting 
windows at the bottom to give hunters 
excellent views of their surroundings. 
As with all other Native blinds, there 
are absolutely no zippers and no Velcro 
closures. To learn more, phone .30-06 
Outdoors at (614) 623-3144.

suMMit
Summit is offering no fewer than 

four new ground blinds for 2019, all 
with new TruView panels. TruView pan-
els allow hunters to see out without 
game being able to see into the blind. 
These new panels look like the rest of 
the camouflaged blind on the outside 
yet offer a clear, unobstructed view for 

the hunter or hunters inside.
Also new is Summit’s Snap Wrap 

carry system that eliminates the nui-
sance of trying to stuff a large ground 
blind back into its carry bag. A tradi-
tional carry bag can get lost but the 
Snap Wrap allows the hunter to simply 
wrap the folded blind, put it over their 
shoulder using the convenient carry 
strap and move to another location. 
Hunters will also like the idea that it 
hangs out of the way inside the blind 
and features large pockets for the 
orderly organization of gear.

Hunters will also appreciate how 
all of Summit’s hunting blinds offer 

reinforced hub pulls and reinforced rod 
pockets ensure the blinds will provide 
years of service. All blinds in the Summit 
line come with a black interior so hunt-
ers inside will remain hidden from the 
eyes of game animals. In addition, they 
are all water-resistant, fire-retardant and 
UV-protected for added durability. The 
Goliath and Viper models come with 
the new Snap Wrap hanging organizer 
while the other models are furnished 
with a handy carry bag.

The Viper is Summit’s flagship blind 
in the new four-blind series. The Viper 
four-person blind combines numerous 
proprietary technologies designed to 
give hunters every advantage when 
hunting from the ground. Its Hush 
Silent Hatch hinged doorway system 
enables stealthy entry and exit without 
the need for a zipper. The windows 
feature TruView panels, which perfectly 
match the blind’s camouflage exterior 
and allow for an unobstructed near-360 
degree view from the inside. Integrated 
tracks permit the window panels to 
silently adjust up and down to allow 
easy concealment and customization. 
The four-person Viper weighs 21 pounds 
and has an inside height of 74 inches. 
With a shooting width of 82 inches, 
the Viper provides plenty of room for 
those inside to sit or move comfortably. 
The included Snap Wrap carry/organizer 
system makes transportation and setup 
easy and quick.

The three-person Viper has all the 

Above: Traditional carry bags that come 
with other ground blinds can be lost or 
misplaced but Summit has solved that 
problem with the new Snap Wrap Carry 
System. The Snap Wrap features large 
pockets to organize gear and offers large 
pockets to hang gear inside the blind.
Below: The Summit Viper comes in either 
a three- or four-person configuration. 
The three-person version is available in 
Mossy Oak Country camouflage while 
the four-person model comes in the 
Realtree Edge pattern. The fabric on each 
is treated to resist fire and moisture.

Summit’s two-person Vital stands 65 
inches high with a shooting width of 74 
inches. It is available in the Realtree Edge 
pattern. The zippered door allows easy 
entrance and exit while Silent Slide win-
dows ensure stealth.

The Goliath is Summit’s most spacious 
ground blind and comes in either a three- 
or four-person design. Both models offer 
a black interior color for added stealth. 
Reinforced hub pulls and rod pockets 
ensure the Goliath will stand up to almost 
all weather conditions.
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features of its bigger brother but is 
slightly smaller. The three-person Viper 
weighs 20 pounds, is 72 inches high 
inside, has a shooting width of 73 inches 
and boasts a footprint of 58 x 58 inches. 
It includes TruView panels, a Hush 
Silent Hatch hinged doorway system 
and a Silent Slide window system for 
added stealth.

Summit’s Vital ground blind is a 
two-person blind with a slim design 
that makes it an ideal option for brush-
ing into tight cover. It has all the fea-
tures hunters need in a hunting blind 
at an affordable price, according to the 
company. This two-person ground blind 
weighs only 12 pounds, has a stand-
ing height of 65 inches, has a shooting 
width of 74 inches and boasts a 55 x 
55 inch footprint. The blind is water-
resistant, is fire-retardant and features a 
zippered door and hook-and-loop win-
dows with shoot-through mesh. The 
Vital comes in Realtree Edge camo.

The Cobra comes in a two- or 
three-person version that can easily be 
brushed into field edges and cover. The 
three-person version weighs 18 pounds, 
has a standing height of 72 inches, has 

a shooting width of 75 inches and offers 
a wide 58 x 58 inch footprint. Like the 
other blinds in Summit’s line, the Cobra 
is water-resistant, is fire-retardant and 
features a zippered door. The Cobra 
comes standard with some upgraded 
features, such as the Split Silent Slide 
window system that allows the window 
panels to silently adjust up and down 
the integrated tracks of the system. This 
allows easy concealment customization 
and for when shot opportunities pres-
ent themselves. The two-person model 
weighs in at 14 pounds.

Summit’s largest blind offering is 
the Goliath, which comes in either a 
three- or four-person version. Both ver-
sions allow most hunters to stand com-
fortably inside. Summit said the Goliath 
delivers the most square footage for the 
money of any ground blind currently 
on the market. The Goliath four-person 
model weighs 20 pounds and has an 
interior height of 72 inches, a shoot-
ing width of 87 inches and a 75 x 75 
inch footprint.

In addition to its size, the Goliath 
combines several proprietary technolo-
gies designed to give hunters every 

advantage when hunting from the 
ground. The Hush Silent Hatch hinged 
doorway enables a stealthy entry and 
exit without using a zipper while the 
Split Silent Slide system provides a 
simple and quiet method for adjusting 
the mesh window curtains when shot 
opportunities arise. Instead of hook-
and-loop fasteners or some other type 
of noisy closure system, the Split Silent 
Slide system features integrated rails on 
which the window panels slide up and 
down. The Goliath features the innova-
tive yet simple Snap Wrap carry system 
consisting of a durable nylon sheet that 
securely holds the folded blind during 
transport while doubling as an in-blind 
gear organizer during the hunt. In addi-
tion, the Snap Wrap offers five large 
pockets to accommodate most hunt-
ing accessories. To learn more, contact 
Summit by calling (800) 653-3334.

New ARcheRy PRoducts
One look at NAP’s Mantis 2 ground 

blind makes it clear to see its configura-
tion is different from that of most oth-
ers on the market. The asymmetrical 
peaked roof design of the Mantis 2 
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is paired with an exclusive 
camo pattern that has been designed 
specifically for ground-blind use. The 
folks at NAP say this combination pro-
vides the most efficient concealment 
from the eyes of any game animal. The 
Mantis is designed with the archer in 
mind. Despite using up to 50 percent 
lighter material than traditional hub-
style blinds, the durable 600 denier 
oxford weave poly fabric resists rips 
and tears while the Dragnet Window 
System provides adjustability and con-
cealment. Wicked Intent camo features 
14 earth tones and depth of field to help 
break up a hunter’s outline and there 
are no roof hubs. The peaked areas of 
the Mantis 2 ensure precipitation in the 
form of snow or rain will roll right off. To 
learn more, phone (877) 269-8490.

AsAt
The ASAT Reaper Ground Blind uti-

lizes a leading-edge hub system that 
allows the unit to be set up or taken 

down in about 30 
seconds. Shoot-through 

windows eliminate the hassle of open-
ing a window when game is in range. 
The Reaper measures 72 inches per side 
and is 80 inches tall in the center so a 
hunter up to 6 feet tall can stand up 
easily in the blind without hitting their 
head. Internally, there is ample room 
to stretch and to move around because 
the distance from hub to hub is 72 
inches. The Reaper packs into a padded 
shoulder-strap carry bag that measures 
a compact 42 x 7 inches. Neither wind 
nor light rain will be a problem because 
the fabric is water-resistant and stakes 
and tie-down ropes come standard. The 
camo pattern allows hunters to blend 
into almost any deep-woods area, out-
side wood line or corn field. Hunters will 
appreciate how the shoot-through win-
dows eliminate the hassle of opening a 
window when game is in range. To learn 
more, contact the Anaconda, Montana 
firm at (406) 559-0098.

RhiNo BliNds
According to Danny Reaser, 

vice president of Outdoor Product 
Innovations (makers of Rhino blinds), 
first-time users as well as seasoned 
hunters will find Rhino blinds are a per-
fect addition for any hunt. “Easy setup 
and takedown make working with our 
blinds a breeze and the walls pop right 
up with our durable rod and hub sys-
tem,” Reaser said. He also noted replace-
ment parts are always available should 
anything happen to any blind. To pro-
tect against fading from the sun, each 
Rhino blind is UV-treated while a DWR 
(durable water repellent) finish and anti-
microbial treatment eliminate fading, 
dry rotting, mold and other issues.

Reaser explained the Rhino 75 and 
Rhino 150 Hub are his company’s best-
selling models for dealers. In addition to 
being available in Mossy Oak Break-Up 
Country and Predator camouflage pat-
terns, this year, they are both offered in 
the Realtree Edge pattern. The Rhino 75 
features a spring-steel frame that lets 
a hunter set it up in seconds while the 
150 Hub features a five-hub design that 

The Reaper by ASAT (at right) utilizes a 
leading-edge hub system that comes 

with a lifetime warranty on the rods 
and hubs and a one-year warranty on 

the material and zippers. The hub 
system allows the unit to be set 

up or taken down in about 10 
seconds. Eight large dual-

purpose windows can be 
set up so a hunter can 

shoot through mesh or 
with a silent window 

system, allowing them 
to customize their shooting 

direction when game 
is within range.

Left: The Rhino 150 comes with sev-
eral brush loops for adding natural 

cover, which makes it ideal for 
either bow or gun hunting. Other 

features include shoot-through 
mesh windows and zipperless 
entry. The Rhino 150 is large 
enough for three hunters to 
share the blind comfortably.
Right: The Rhino 75 is a 
small-profile blind that is 
great for one person. Its 
spring-steel frame allows it 

to be set up in seconds. It 
is available in either the 

Mossy Oak Break-Up pat-
tern or Realtree Edge.

NAP’s Mantis blind accommodates any 
size of hunter with ease while brush 
loops and tie-downs make con-
cealment quick and easy. Six 
stake-down points ensure 
the blind stays put when 
the wind blows and its 
large entrance makes 
it wheelchair-acces-
sible. The Mantis 
stands 69 inches 
high and weighs 
14-1/2 pounds 
with a gener-
ous foot-
print of 38 
s q u a r e 
feet.
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maximizes strength and is large enough 
for three hunters. For further informa-
tion, call (888) 507-2021.

REDNECK BLINDS
Redneck Outdoors has introduced 

what the company says is the tough-
est bale blind on the market. The new 
Sportsman HD Burlap Bale Blind will 
appeal to deer and turkey hunters or 
even photographers. This heavy-duty 
bale blind can accommodate two to 
three individuals, which many feel 
makes it ideal for family hunting or � lm-
ing. The Sportsman HD Burlap Bale Blind 
features a durable three-layer cover that 
consists of natural burlap bonded to a 
tough 600 denier woven fabric that is 
then a�  xed to a tough, water-resistant 
PVC backing. This durable exterior, com-
bined with the heavy-duty frame, allows 
the blind to withstand the elements and 
this blind can be left outside all sea-
son long without fear of damage from 
heavy snow loads or strong winds.

The Bale Blind has a look that is vir-
tually identical to a round hay bale that 
has been left in the � eld. The Sportsman 
model blends into almost any environ-
ment and will not spook any game 
that may approach. The easy-to-open-
and-close windows are combined with 
doors with durable heavy-duty zippers 
that allow users to enter and exit with 
ease. The black interior aids in conceal-
ment and allows hunters to move about 
without fear of detection. To learn more, 
phone the company at (417) 682-1927.

CONCLUSION
Ground blinds are being used by 

more hunters every year because they 
not only o� er concealment from game 
but quick setup and the mobility to 
relocate to another hunting spot within 
minutes. In situations where cover may 
be at a minimum, such as a cut-corn or 
soybean � eld, a ground blind can be 
quickly set up and brushed in, making 
it an ideal ambush site. Neither rain nor 
snow will deter hunters either because 
most modern ground blinds are treated 
to provide adequate shelter from the 
weather conditions likely to be encoun-
tered during the fall or spring hunt-
ing seasons.

Ground blinds are available in a 
variety of exterior camo patterns and 
in the way they set up. Blinds with 

a spring-steel frame 
are lightweight 
and set up in sec-
onds while frame 
blinds are a 
little heavier 
than spring-
steel models. 
Frame blinds 
are very rigid 
and withstand 
wind and other 
elements bet-
ter; most have 
a black-backed 
interior to help 
conceal the hunter 
inside. Before you 
sell a ground blind to a 
customer, it would be wise to 
point out all of its features to be cer-
tain the blind they are buying will 
meet their needs. Be sure to point 
out that these are portable blinds 
and are not designed to be left in 
position from season to season. If 
your customers do not intend to 
pack them up at the 
end of the day, you 
may wish to discuss 
something else.

During the sale, 
be sure to explain 
that when prop-
erly taken care of, a 
ground blind can be 
an important hunt-
ing tool that will 
last for many sea-
sons. Point out the 
lightweight material 
from which the blind 
is made and empha-
size its portability. 
Size is important 
but take time to also 
point out the blind’s 
other features, such 
as the design and 
adjustability of the 
windows and how 
easy it is to set up 
and take down. 
Finally, when sell-
ing a ground blind, 
suggest the need for 
a chair or chairs, as 
they may add to the 
sale. 

a spring-steel frame 
are lightweight 
and set up in sec-
onds while frame 
blinds are a 

a black-backed 
interior to help 
conceal the hunter 
inside. Before you 
sell a ground blind to a 
customer, it would be wise to 

Redneck’s Sportsman Bale Blind is made in 
the USA and measures 72 inches in length and 
center width. � e generous 6 foot high cen-
ter allows most hunters to stand with ease. It 
also includes two anchoring stakes to keep it 
securely in place. It should be noted the new 
burlap cover can also be used on any current 
Redneck Sportsman Bale Blind frames.
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